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Abstract: This research aims to review and analyze the provisions on the deletion of registration and identification of motorized vehicles data for the owners of motorized vehicles who do not re-register at least 2 (two) years after the validity period of the motorized vehicle number is expired in the perspective of Human Rights and provide prescriptions on the provisions referred to. This research is normative research by using statute approach. The results of the study found that motorized vehicle ownership is a Human Rights which is included in the category of derogable rights. The deletion of motorized vehicle data is a limitation of Human Rights and is regulated in Act Number 22/2009 about Traffic and Road Transport. However, the aforementioned limitation has the potential to be incompatible with the purpose of the limitation as stipulated in the Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia. Reviewing the provisions of Article 74 paragraph (3) of Act No. 22/2009 and implementation of the national program of changed motorized vehicle ownership, needs to be prioritized, so that the objectives of the motorized vehicle registration provisions can be achieved and will ultimately increase revenue from motorized vehicle tax.
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INTRODUCTION

Transportation provides important access to daily life, and this need will increase in accordance with the increasing population in Indonesia. As a mode of daily transportation, private motorized vehicles are currently the main choices for human because of their movement and flexibility. This can be seen from the number of motorcycle ownership which reached 137.7 million
or a half of the population in Indonesia. In every increase of the number of private motorized vehicle ownership, there is actually a potential tax revenue, but this has not been offset by public compliance in paying motorized vehicle tax. The Traffic corp from the Indonesian National Police plans to apply nationally the rules for the deletion of identity on the Vehicle Number Certificate (STNK), for motorized vehicles that are in arrears for two consecutive years in taxes. Provisions on the deletion of motorized vehicle identity are contained in Act Number 22/2009 concerning Traffic and Road Transportation (UU LLAJ), but there are not many people who understand it. The Indonesian National Police in their socialization stated that the public asked a lot of questions and most of them were worried if their vehicles would be removed.

UU LLAJ in article 74 section 2 determine that the registered motorized vehicles can be deleted from the register and identification list, as follows:
1. The motor vehicles are heavily damaged thereby cannot be operated; or
2. The motorized vehicle owner fails to get re-registration at least for 2 (two) months after the expired date of the vehicle registration certificate.

For motorized vehicles that have been deleted from the registration and identification list, then it cannot be registered anymore. Motorized vehicles are included in the category of registered movable objects because the law requires registration in connection with ownership of such objects. Article 64 section (1) and (2) UU LLAJ, establish that every new motorized vehicle, alteration on the identity of the motorized vehicle and the owner, extension of the motorized vehicle, and legalization of the motorized vehicle must be registered. As proof that the motorized vehicle has been registered, the owner is given a Vehicle Ownership Book (BPKB), a motorized vehicle certificate (STNK), and a Motorized Vehicle Number (TNKB). BPKB is valid as long as the ownership is not transferred, while the STNK and TNKB are valid for 5 (five) years, which they must be sought for legalization in every year. Deleting motorized vehicle data from the registration and identification list (Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting) will raise new legal problems, including in obscurity of the vehicle ownership status.

The 1945 Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia (Constitution) Article 28 H paragraph (4) states that everyone has the right to their own private property and that can not be appropriated arbitrarily by whomsoever. The phrase "everyone" indicates the relevant provisions apply, both to citizens and foreigners, both to residents and non-residents. Human Rights norms place individuals as right holders and the state as duty holders, which have obligations in the form of:
1. The obligation to respect, refers to the obligation to avoid intervention by the state which will reduce its rights or obstruct the enjoyment of rights.
2. The obligation to protect, to demand positive state action to ensure that the third parties do not violate human rights.

3. The obligation to fulfill, refers to the state obligation to take legislative, administrative and judicial behavior, also the actions needed to ensure that the rights being considered are carried out as much as possible or accessible to everyone.

Respect, protection and fulfillment of human rights need to be supported by the government policy in implementing the basic norms contained in the Constitution. As stated in Article 28 I paragraph (4) on the Constitution which states that protecting, promoting, upholding, and the full realization of human rights are responsibilities of the state, especially the government. Therefore, it becomes an important issue to further study and analyze the provisions on the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting from a human right perspective. Based on the background as mentioned above, the following research questions are, First, how is the proportionality of human rights limitation in terms of the deletion of motor vehicle registration and data identification? Second, what is the prescription for deleting motor vehicle registration and data identification?

**RESEARCH METHODS**

This research is a normative legal research using statute approach. The statute approach was carried out by examining all Act and regulations relating to human rights and the provisions on the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting. In this study the legal materials used were primary legal materials and secondary legal materials. Primary legal materials were in the form of the Constitution, the Civil Code (Burgerlijk Wetboek), Act Number 5/1960 Concerning Basic Regulations On Agrarian Principles, Act Number 39/1999 Concerning Human Rights and Act Number 22/2009 concerning Traffic and Road Transportation. While secondary legal material was in the form of scholarly work as well as from internet which supported and related to this research. Legal materials were prescriptively analyzed to produce arguments on the legal issues studied.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

1. **Proportionality of Human Rights Limitation in terms of the Deletion of Registration and Identification of Motorized Vehicles.**

Constitution prior to the amendment contained a limited number of human rights regulations and it was formulated briefly. Through the second amendment of the Constitution, human rights regulations undergo significant changes. Jimly Asshiddiqie stated that after the second amendment of the Constitution, human rights could be classified into 4 groups containing 37 provisions, namely:

- First, the group of provisions concerning civil rights as follows:
  1. Everyone has the right to live, defend his life and lives;
  2. Everyone has the right to be free from torture, treatment or other punishment which is cruel, inhumane and degrading human dignity;
  3. Everyone has the right to be free from all forms of slavery;
  4. Everyone is free to embrace religion and worship according to his religion;
  5. Everyone has the right to be free to have beliefs, thoughts, and conscience;
  6. Everyone has the right to be recognized as a person before the law;
  7. Everyone has the right to equal treatment before the law and government;
  8. Everyone has the right not to be prosecuted based on retroactive laws;
  9. Everyone has the right to form a family and carry on descendants through a legal marriage;
  10. Everyone has the right to citizenship status;
  11. Everyone has the right to live in the territory of his country, leave, and return to his country;

---

12. Everyone has the right to political asylum;
13. Everyone has the right to be free from all forms of discriminatory treatment and has the right to get legal protection from such discriminatory treatment.

Second, political, economic, social and cultural rights groups which include:
1. Every citizen has the right to associate, gather and express his opinion peacefully;
2. Every citizen has the right to vote and be elected in the framework of the people's representative institutions;
3. Every citizen can be appointed to occupy public positions;
4. Everyone has the right to obtain and choose legal and decent work for humanity;
5. Everyone has the right to work, get paid, and get proper treatment in equitable employment relations;
6. Everyone has the right to have personal property rights;
7. Every citizen has the right to social security needed to live properly and allow his development as a dignified human being;
8. Everyone has the right to communicate and obtain information;
9. Everyone has the right to obtain and choose education and teaching;
10. Everyone has the right to develop and benefit from science and technology, art and culture to improve the quality of life and welfare of humanity;
11. The state guarantees respect for cultural identity and the rights of local people in harmony with the development of the times and the level of civilization of nations;
12. The state recognizes every culture as part of national culture;
13. The state guarantees the independence of each population to embrace their respective religions, and to worship according to their beliefs.

Third, special rights and development rights groups such as:
1. Every citizen who has social problems, including those who are isolated and who live in remote environments, has the right to get special facilities and treatment to get the same opportunities.;
2. Women's rights are guaranteed and protected to get gender equality in national life;
3. Special rights attached to women due to their reproductive function are guaranteed and protected by law;
4. Every child has the right to love, care, and protection of parents, family, community and country for physical and mental growth and personal development;
5. Every citizen has the right to participate in management and enjoy the benefits derived from the management of natural resources;
6. Everyone has the right to a clean and healthy environment;
7. Temporary special policies, treatments or actions that are stipulated in valid laws and regulations intended to equalize the level of development of certain groups that have experienced discriminatory treatment with other groups in the community, and such special treatment is not included in the definition of discrimination.

Fourth, the group responsible for the state and responsible for humans, as follows:
1. Everyone must respect the human rights of others in the orderly life of the community, nation and state;
2. In exercising their rights and freedoms, every person is obliged to submit to the limitations set forth in the law with the sole purpose of ensuring the recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and to fulfill the demands of justice in accordance with religious values, morality, and decency, security and public order in a democratic society;
3. The state is responsible for the protection, promotion, enforcement and fulfillment of human rights;
4. To guarantee the implementation of human rights, an independent and impartial National Commission on Human Rights whose formation, composition and position is regulated by law.

Property rights, including motorized vehicle ownership, are among the human rights in the political, economic, social and cultural rights guaranteed in the Constitution. Property on Act Number 5/1960 concerning Basic Regulations on Agrarian Principles (UUPA) are hereditary, strongest and most fully fulfilled rights by people on land. While Article 570 on the Civil Code defines property rights as: “the right to savor the usefulness of a material freely, and to act free on that object with complete sovereignty, as long as it is not in harmony with the laws or general regulations established by a power that has the right to determine it, and does not interfere with the rights of others; all of which do not reduce the possibility of revoking these rights in the public interest based on the provisions of the law and with compensation payments”.

Based on the provisions of the Civil Code (article 570) and the UUPA, it can be concluded that the elements of property rights are as follows:
1. The right to use objects freely.
   The right to use objects freely has two meanings, can do any legal actions on an object and can do material actions.\(^8\)
2. There are limitation on property rights.
   Limitation on property rights can be done if the intended ownership violates the law, causing interference with the rights of others.
3. The possibility of revocation of ownership proprietary with compensation.
   Revocation of ownership proprietary with compensation can be done by considering the existence of public interests, including the interests of the nation, the State also the common interests from the people.

Ownership of an object can be obtained through the handover (levering) which is interpreted as the handover of an object by the owner or in his name to another person, so this other person obtains ownership of the object.\(^9\) In summary, Usanti states how to obtain ownership of an object is as listed in table 1.\(^10\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>How to Get Ownership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tangible moving objects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2 | Intangible moving objects | i. handover of account receivable on bearer (aan toonder) regulated in Article 613 paragraph 3 BW is carried out by real handover for example: paper money  
   ii. handover of account receivable on name (vordering op naam) regulated in Article 613 paragraph 1 BW is carried out by making an authentic deed or private deed (cessie).  
   iii. handover of account receivable to those who order (aan order) regulated in Article 613 paragraph 3 BW is carried out by real handover and accompanied by write it behind the receivables that state who the receivables were transferred to (endossemen), example bill, check. |
| 3 | Ownership | Since the time of transferring ownership, (the signing of the sale and |

---

\(^9\)Ibid, p. 67.  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>immovable object (land ownership rights)</th>
<th>purchase deed before the Land Deed Official).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4 Mastership (
Bezît) of moving objects
| Real mastery in good faith then get protection from Article 1977 paragraph 1 BW |
| 5 Mastership
(Bezît) of immovable object (property rights)
| The provisions of Article 1977 paragraph 1 BW do not apply to immovable objects. |

Motorized vehicles are included in the list of registered movable objects, so that it requires registration, it is not enough only to do with the real handover. The purpose of registration is to provide legal certainty about a person's right in an object, then provide certainty about the right granting to the right holder. Motorized vehicles that have been registered, can be removed from the registration list and identification of motor vehicles, among others, by reason of the owner has not re-registered for at least 2 (two) years after the STNK validity period has expired. According to the Head of the Republic of Indonesia National Police Regulation Number 5/2012 about Registration and Identification of Motorized Vehicles, it is stated that the procedure on the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting for motorized vehicle owners who have not authorized the vehicle for two years since the end of the STNK validity period is as follows:

1. 3 (three) months prior to the expiration of 2 (two) years, the first warning letter will be given for 1 (one) month after receiving the warning letter to register and identify the extension.
2. If the owner of a motorized vehicle ignore to the first warning, a second warning letter is given for 1 (one) month after.
3. If the motorized vehicle owner does not provide an answer to the second warning, then a third warning letter is given within one month of receiving the third warning carrying out the registration of the motor vehicle and it will be placed in the list of temporary deletions.
4. The deletion will be done by giving notes or stamp marks "DELETED" on the Master Card and Register Book on the Registration and Identification of Motorized Vehicle Ownership and Operation of the Motorized Vehicle, on the computer database, as well as on the physical BPKB and STNK of the Motorized Vehicle that is deleted.

Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting will eliminate the legitimacy of ownership of a motorized vehicle and thereby eliminate someone's ownership of a motorized vehicle. This is in accordance with Article 1 number 8 of the Regulations of the National Police Number 5/2012, which states that BPKB is a document that gives legitimacy to motor vehicle ownership issued by the National Police and contains the identity and owner, which is valid as long as the motorized vehicle is not transferred. Every person in principle has the property rights and these property rights may not be taken arbitrarily by anyone. Provisions aforementioned contained in Article 28 paragraph (4) of the Constitution and Article 36 paragraph (1) and (2) of Act Number 39/1999 Concerning Human Rights.

In principle human rights cannot be reduced, but in the repertoire of human rights law there are known derogable rights, human rights that may be reduced or limited to fulfillment which include the

---

right to freedom of opinion or expression, the right to freedom of assembly peacefully, and the right to freedom of association. 12 Meanwhile human rights that cannot be reduced, or known as non-derogable rights are regulated in Article 28 I paragraph (1) of the Constitution which reads:

“The rights to live, to remain free from torture, to freedom of thought and conscience, to adhere in the religion, the right to un-enslaved, to be treated as an individual before the law, and the right not to be prosecuted on the basis of retroactive legislation, are fundamental human rights that shall not be curtailed under any circumstance.”

The other Human rights besides contained in Article 28 I paragraph (1) of the Constitution are included in the category of derogable rights, thus the state may limit its implementation. 13 The limits on the implementation of human rights are stipulated in Article 28 J paragraph (2) of the Constitution as follows: “In exercising his rights and liberties, each person has the duty to accept the limitations determined by law for the sole purposes of guaranteeing the recognition and respect of the rights and liberties of other people and of satisfying a democratic society’s just demands based on considerations of morality, religious values, security, and public order.”

Article 28 J paragraph (2) of the Constitution contains 2 (two) aspects, first, a limitation must be determined by Act, second, the limitation is intended to guarantee recognition and respect for the rights and liberties of others people, moral considerations, religious values, security and public order. 14 Meanwhile, Article 37 paragraph (1) of Act Number 39/1999 determines that property rights can be revoked for public interest and by compensating for reasonable damage.

Human rights limitation must be based on substantive reasons as regulated in Article 28 J paragraph (2) of the Constitution. The state in limiting human rights must not reduce its essence which is beneficial for the holder or owner of human rights. 15 Proportionality in limiting human rights needs to do to ensure that derogable rights are not reduced arbitrarily. Thus, in implementing the provisions on the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting, human rights limitation must be appropriate with the provisions 1) “Human rights limitation are determined by the Act”, and 2) "legitimate purposes, relating to the legitimate purpose on human rights limitation". The limitation set by the Act means that the only legal basis for limiting human rights is only the Act (legislation) not other legal products (regulation). 16 This is partly related to the existence of a hierarchy of laws and regulations, where the Constitution functions as a basic law and is at the top of the pyramid while other provisions are under the constitution. Provisions on human rights limitation in the form of the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting have been regulated in Article 74 paragraph (2) of UU LLAJ, thus the limitation referred to are in accordance with the principle of human rights limitation stipulated by Act. The Act made as a legislative product is a legitimate limitation of human right.

The second principle, based on "legitimate purpose", which according to Article 28 J paragraph (2) of the Constitution is to guarantee the recognition and respect on the other people’s rights and liberties and to satisfy a democratic society’s based on considerations of morality, religious values, security, and public order. In connection with the purpose of property rights limitation, the Constitutional Court in decision Number 11 / PUU-V / 2007 argue that:

“Constitutional rights consisting of human rights contained in Article 28A to Article 28J of the 1945 Constitution and other rights of citizens listed in the 1945 Constitution including property rights on

---

property (assets). Property rights on land which are a very strong right (hereditary) as determined in the UUPA can be limited, in accordance with the provisions in Article 28J Paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution. The limitation as regulated in Act 56/1960 is a maximum of 20 hectares of agricultural land. This does not contradict the 1945 Constitution. Moreover, as described above, land and ownership rights are social functions. The purpose of Act 56/1960 is in the context of restructuring land ownership (landreform) so the social function of land can be truly realized as the implementation or manifestation on Article 33 Paragraph (3) of the 1945 Constitution, namely land controlled by the state and used for the greatest extent prosperity of the people.”

Based on the decision of the Constitutional Court No. 11 / PUU-V / 2007, it can be seen that the Constitutional Court in determining its legitimate purpose based on the provisions of Article 28J Paragraph (2) of the 1945 Constitution, also based on the purpose of limiting land rights, namely the restructuring of land ownership (landreform) so the social function of the land can be realized.

Thus to determine the legitimate purpose in limiting property rights, in casu motor vehicles ownership, it is necessary to review the provisions contained in the UU LLAJ. Article 4 of the UU LLAJ states that the UU LLAJ shall be valid to nurture and organize the secure, safe, orderly and smooth Road Traffic and Transportation through:
a. the Vehicle moving activities, person and/or goods on the Road;
b. the activity by using the facility, infrastructure and supporting facility of the Traffic and Road Transportation; and
c. the activity relating to the registration and identification of the Vehicle also the Driver, education on doing the traffic, Traffic Management and Engineering, as well as the law enforcement of Traffic and Road Transportation.

Such as the provisions on Article 4 of the UU LLAJ, the reason for public order is the legitimate purpose that comes closest to limiting property rights in accordance in Article 28J Paragraph (2) of the Constitution. The Regulation of Home Affairs Minister Number 44 of 2010 as regards Peace, Order and Community Protection in the Framework of Upholding Human Rights defines serene and public order as a dynamic condition that enables the government, regional government and the public to carry out their activities in a serene, orderly and orderly manner. Public order is related to a condition that allows the community to actively carry out community life, and the government can carry out government work well. Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting will potentially cause new problems, such as the legality of ownership of motorized vehicles, whether motorized vehicles that are pledged as collateral or fiduciary are still valid or not, how the mobility of the community in daily life after personal motorized vehicle data is deleted and so on. The practice of the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting will raise chaos, so it is unlikely to create public order in people's lives. Thus the application of the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting will not in accordance with the purpose of carrying out human rights limitation as regulated in Article 28 J paragraph (2) of the Constitution. Provisions of Act that violate the constitutional rights of citizens can be brought to the Constitutional Court as a case for judicial review. By remembering that the regulation of human rights in the Constitution in addition to asserting human rights as fundamental rights, also asserted human rights as the supreme constitutional rights, the highest constitutional rights.17

2. Prescription of Deletion of Vehicle Registration and Identification Data.

The limitation on human rights is possible by the Constitution, but these must not be in arbitrarily. Before implementing the provisions on the Deletion of Vehicle Registration, the government must at least use the principle of necessity, weighing in advance whether the human

rights limitation measures are indeed necessary in order to achieve the objectives, and whether there are no other alternatives available and can be done to achieve the goals without limiting the protected interests. In connection with the Deletion of Vehicle Registration, actually there are 2 (two) alternatives available so that the objectives of the UU LLAJ provisions can be achieved, namely 1) reviewing the provisions on the Deletion of Vehicle Registration specifically the UU LLAJ on Article 74 paragraph (3) and 2) organizing a program to transfer the ownership name of a motorized vehicle nationally. UU LLAJ on Article 74 paragraph (3) states that motorized vehicles that have been deleted from the registration and identification list cannot be re-registered. This provision negates the efforts of the community to correct their mistakes. In a state of law, the law embodied in the Act is made as an instrument in managing the life of the state, government and society which is based on justice, peace and benefit. Justice is one of the most important goals of law, in addition to legal certainty, usefulness and order. To create social justice, citizens must have a balance between rights and the implementation of obligations. Reviewing the provisions of the UU LLAJ Article 74 paragraph (3) should be carried out by legislators. The temporary Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting, and / or re-registration of motor vehicles after the public has paid tax arrears, needs to be considered as a new provision. The alternative provisions referred to can provide a second chance to the negligent community in fulfilling their obligations. Compliance with the community in fulfilling the obligation to pay motorized vehicle tax cannot be short, but in stages. The law is used as a driving instrument to achieve the goals that have been set, although sometimes achieving these goals requires no short time.

The national program of changed motorized vehicle ownership is the second alternative before enacting Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting provisions. The provision on Article 70 paragraph (1) of the UULAJ states that BPKB is valid as long as its ownership is not transferable, but in practice, there are still many people who own motorized vehicles, especially used vehicles, without changing ownership name. Through the national program of changed motorized vehicle ownership, more than one motorized vehicle ownership can be taxed at a progressive rate. This policy program is supported by the existence of a Single Identity Number (NIK) which is single and attached to someone who was registered as a resident of Indonesia. Article 64 paragraph (2) on Act Number 24/2013 concerning Amendment to Act Number 23/2006 concerning Population Administration confirms that NIK is the single identity number for all matters of public service matters which include the issuance of a driving license, business license, taxpayer services, banking services, land certificate issuance services, insurance, public health insurance, and / or labor social security. The tax on motorized vehicles can be used as a policy instrument to encourage development, in addition to that an orderly and integrated motorized vehicle administration will be realized.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the research and discussion described in the previous chapter, it can be concluded that first, the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting is one of the acts of limiting human rights which is included in the category of derogable rights. Based on the provisions of "human rights limitation established by Act", it can be seen that the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting is regulated in the UU LLAJ and is in accordance with the provisions of human rights limitation. Meanwhile, with

regard to the purpose of limiting human rights, it can be seen that the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting is not in accordance with the purpose of limiting human rights. The Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting has the potential to cause chaos in the community.

There are 2 (two) alternative actions that can be taken by the government before enacting the provisions on the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting, namely 1) reviewing the provisions of the UU LLAJ Article 74 paragraph (3) and 2) organizing of the national program of changed motorized vehicle ownership. A review of the provisions needs to be done to provide a second chance to the negligent community in fulfilling their obligations. The implementation of the transfer program is supported by the existence of a single NIK in accordance with the Act Number 24/2013, can realize the orderly administration of motor vehicles, and in the end will increase revenue from the tax sector.

SUGGESTION

Based on the conclusions above, the authors suggest that the government weigh the pros and cons of implementing the Motorized Vehicle Data Deleting provisions, so that they do not become a new problem. Reviewing the provisions of the UU LLAJ Article 74 paragraph (3) and the national program of changed motorized vehicle ownership, need to be a priority of the government.
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